
Rank Strand
Mini-2
Portable

The Mini-2 range allows a complete breakaway from the primitive
facilities and limited load capacity of all previous “portable” switch
boards. The heart of the Mini-2 range is a new, lightweight pack of
six variable-load dimmers, each dimmer controlling up to 2000 watt
through twin socket outlets. The desks, with finger-tip operated
dimmer levers and presetting facilities for 12 or 18 channels, simply
plug in to the required number of dimmer packs, each of which
requires only a 50 Hz supply. For remote operation the short control
cable to each pack can be extended by a 10 or 30 metre extension
cable.
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Ref. 736 Mini-2 Desk, 6-channel, 6-lever, 2-rn cable
7+-in. (190-mm) x 5*-in. (145-mm) deep x 3k-in.
(80-mm) high. Requires one 6-channel dimmer pack.

Ref. 737 Mini-2 Desk, 12-channel. 2-preset, 2-rn cables
15-in. (380-mm) x 10+-in. (265-mm) deep x 4+-in.
(110-mm) high. Requires two 6-channel dimmer packs.

Ref. 738 Mini-2 Desk, 18-channel, 2-preset, 2-m cables
19+-in. (495-mm) x 10*-in. (265-mm) deep x 4+-in.
(110-mm) high. Requires three 6-channel dimmer packs.

Extension Control Cables, with mating plug and socket.
Ref. 739 10-metre (33-ft.) long, for one dimmer pack.
Ref. 753 30-metre (98-ft.) long, for one dimmer pack.

Ref. 735 Mini-2 6-Dimmer Pack, single phase.
For 220/250v 50 Hz single phase supply. Six 2000 watt
maximum Thyristor dimmers each with twin 15 amp 3-pin
socket outlets. Weight 43 lb (20 kg). 28+-in. (725-mm) x
6-in. (155-mm) deep x 10-in. (255-mm) high.

Ref. 745—as above but with twin 5 amp 3-pin sockets.

Ref. 755 Mini-2 6-Dimmer Pack, three phase.
For 220/380v 50 Hz three phase supply. Six 2000 watt
maximum Thyritor dimmers each with twin continental
socket outlets. Weight 45 lb (21 kg). 32+-in. (830-mm) x
6-in. (155-mm) deep x 10-in. (255-mm) high.
*Not available in UK where 2-rn phase separation required.

Rank Strand
JP Series

Low-cost desks, for use with type JIM Thyristor dimmers, providing
the essential facilities for presetting intensity levels in advance of the
lighting in use and master dimmers to fade from one effect to the
next. They have the great merit of being so easy to comprehend that
no particular know-how is required for either plotting or operation, an
important factor in multiple-user application. Shallow 2-preset desks
have flat-scale dimmer levers; 3-preset wing panels have quadrant-
scale levers.

Type JP.40, 40-channel, 3-preset
Near vertical wing panel, floor-fixed.
Size: 40 in. (1020 mm) x 11 in. (280 mm) deep x 48 in
(1220 mm) high.
Uses two type JTM 20-channel racks.
Type JP.30, 30-channel, 3-preset
Construction and dimensions as above.
Uses one 20- and one 10-channel type JTM racks.
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Type JP.20/2, 20-channel, 2-preset
Shallow table-top desk, panel reversible for wail-mounting.
Size: 27 in. (685 mm) x 13 in. (330 mm) deep x 6 in. (155
mm) high.
Uses one type JTM 20-channel tack.
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